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Abstract
Translation algebras of ﬁnitely generated ∗-algebras of bounded linear operators on a separable
Hilbert space are introduced. Two equivalent forms of amenability for ﬁnitely generated ∗-algebras in
terms of the existence of FZlner sequences are introduced. These are related to the existence of traces
on the associated translation algebra and, in the context of C∗-algebras, are related toweak-ﬁlterability
and to the existence of hypertraces.
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1. Introduction
This paper is devoted toGromov’s translation algebras, growth and amenability of ﬁnitely
generated operator algebras and C∗-algebras, and to the relations between these notions.
Translation algebras of discrete metric spaces were introduced by Gromov [22, p. 262] in
his studies of the p-cohomology of discrete metric spaces. Let (X, d) be a discrete metric
space. The translation algebra T (X) consists of all (X,X)-real (or complex) matrices
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T =(t (x, y))x,y∈X, such that there existM=M(T ) and =(T )> 0 such that |t (x, y)|M
for all x, y ∈ X and t (x, y) = 0 whenever d(x, y). The main example of a discrete
metric space where such a construction applies is that of a ﬁnitely generated group G with
the metric induced by a ﬁnite and symmetric generating system S. Translation algebras of
quasi-isometric spaces are isomorphic so that the translation algebra of a ﬁnitely generated
groupG does not depend on the particular choice of the ﬁnite generating set and it is simply
denoted by T (G). Gromov’s translation algebras were considered in [1,10, end of Section
III.2,16,17]. Finite propagation considerations appeared earlier inConnes’work on foliation
algebras, see [14,33].
The notion of amenability for groups, their actions on spaces and, more generally, for
semigroups and groupoids, has been studied in various contexts for over a hundred years.
This notion, as introduced by von Neumann [28], is originally deﬁned in terms of existence
of invariant means on the Banach space ∞(G) of bounded complex-valued functions onG,
see also [10,20,30]. A purely combinatorial criterion for amenability was found by FZlner
[19] who showed that the amenability of a discrete group G is equivalent to the existence
of a nested sequence, now called a FZlner sequence, F1 ⊂ F2 ⊂ · · · of ﬁnite subsets in G
such that
⋃
n1Fn =G and limn→∞|gFn|/|Fn|=0 for all g ∈ G, where gFn =gFnFn
is the g-boundary of Fn,  denoting a symmetric difference, and | · | denotes cardinality,
see also [21,30,44].
Using alternative deﬁnitions of amenability in groups, several amenability conditions
have been introduced for algebras and topological algebras, see [7,24; 14, Chapter V, 30,
Sections 1.30 and 1.31]. In [40], interested speciﬁcally in C∗-algebras, the second author
introduced FZlner’s condition for ﬁnitely generated dense ∗-subalgebras of C∗-algebras,
and generalized FZlner Theorem in this setting. In [18], Elek, reintroducing this deﬁnition
for afﬁne (i.e. ﬁnitely generated) algebras, related together existence of FZlner sequences,
absence of paradoxical decompositions (à la Tarski [10]) and existence of ﬁnitely invariant
dimension measures.
For the connection between translation algebras and group amenability, see [8,
Theorem 3.1] (see also [9, Section 6]). Remarkable is the result of Elek [16] who showed
that a ﬁnitely generated group G is amenable if and only if the identity 1 and the zero
element 0 are distinct in K0(T (G)), the algebraic K-theory group of Gromov’s translation
algebra T (G) ofG. This result constitutes a combinatorial analogue of [34, Part I, Section 6,
in particular Theorem 6.7] (see also [35]).
Let us turn to the content of this paper. In the second section, we introduce the translation
algebra associated with a ﬁnitely generated ∗-algebra of bounded operators on a Hilbert
space.
The third and fourth sections are devoted to the notions of FZlner sequences and of FZlner
condition for ﬁnitely generated algebras (Deﬁnitions 3.1 and 3.2). The existence of FZlner
sequence and the FZlner condition turn out to be equivalent for a ﬁnitely generated algebra
and we say that such an algebra is amenable (cf. the above-mentioned paper by Gábor Elek
[18]). We give examples of amenable algebras, show that free algebras are not amenable
and we list functorial properties of amenable algebras.
In the ﬁfth section, we connect the structure of the translation algebra with the existence
of FZlner sequences in the considered ∗-algebra. More precisely, we show (Theorem 5.1)
that, if A is an amenable ﬁnitely generated *-algebra, then its associated translation algebra
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T (A) admits a trace and, moreover, the identity 1 and the zero element 0 are distinct in
K0(T (A)), the algebraic K-theory group of T (A).
Recall that a C∗-algebra A is said to be ﬁnitely generated if it admits a dense unital
ﬁnitely generated ∗-subalgebra A. Also, A is FZlner [36,37] if such ∗-subalgebra A is
amenable (in the sense of Deﬁnition 3.1). We then show that unital FZlner C∗-algebras are
weakly ﬁlterable (see Section 6 for the deﬁnition and Theorem 6.1 for the statement) and
hypertracial (see Section 7 for the deﬁnition and Theorem 7.1 for the result).
We also discuss the relation between the amenability of a group, the amenability of its
associated group algebra C[G], and its reduced C∗-algebra C∗r (G). Note that, recently,
Laurent Bartholdi [3] proved that for any ﬁeld F, the amenability of the group algebra F[G]
implies (and therefore is equivalent to) the amenability of the group G itself.
Results on growth conditions are also included in Section 8. It is shown that the ﬁnite
generation of the reduced group C∗-algebra of a group does not imply the ﬁnite generation
of the group itself.
Finally, some problems on FZlner sequences and their growth are listed in Section 9.
2. Gromov’s translation algebras
2.1. Filtrations in Hilbert spaces
Let H be an inﬁnite-dimensional separable Hilbert space and denoted by B(H) its
C∗-algebra of bounded linear operators. In the sequel, unless otherwise speciﬁed, all Hilbert
spaces are inﬁnite dimensional and separable.
Deﬁnition 2.1. A ﬁltration inH is a sequence (Hn)n∈N of ﬁnite-dimensional subspaces
such that H1H2 . . . HnHn+1 . . . and
⋃∞
n=1Hn =H.
Filtrations in Hilbert spaces have appeared as central ingredients in works of Connes and
Voiculescu [13,42].
Example 1. Let G be a ﬁnitely generated group. Let S be a ﬁnite and symmetric
(i.e. s ∈ S implies s−1 ∈ S) system of generators containing the unit element 1G ∈ G
(this guarantees that Sn ⊆ Sn+1 for all n ∈ N). Also denote by 2(G) the Hilbert space of
all square-summable complex-valued functions on G. An orthonormal basis is provided by
the set {g : g ∈ G} of Dirac functions deﬁned by g(h) = 1 if h = g and 0 if not, for all
g, h ∈ G. Setting Hn = span{g : g ∈ Sn} one clearly has a ﬁltration in 2(G).
More generally, ifG acts cyclically on aHilbert spaceH, i.e. there exists a vector 0 ∈H
such that span{g · 0 : g ∈ G} is dense inH, then
Hn = span{g · 0 : g ∈ Sn}
is a ﬁltration inH. Note that G acts cyclically on 2(G) with 0 = 1G .
Example 2. LetA ⊂ B(H) be a ﬁnitely generated ∗-algebra of operators which acts cycli-
cally onH, i.e. there exists 0 ∈H such that the subspace {a · 0 : a ∈ A} is dense inH.
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Denote by S a ﬁnite, self-adjoint, unital (i.e. the identity I = IH belongs to S and s ∈ S im-
plies that also its adjoint s∗ ∈ S) generating system for A. Then Hn = span{a · 0 : a ∈ Sn}
deﬁnes a ﬁltration inH.
Taking A = C[G], the group algebra of a group G, we have that Example 2 generalizes
Example 1.
Two ﬁltrations F = (Hn)n∈N and F′ = (H ′n)n∈N in a Hilbert space H are weakly
equivalent if for all n ∈ N there exist j (n), j ′(n) ∈ N such thatH ′nHj ′(n) andHnH ′j (n).
If in addition there exists k ∈ N such that for all n ∈ N one may request |n − j (n)|, |n −
j ′(n)|<k, then the ﬁltrations are said to be equivalent.
2.2. Bounded propagation and translation algebras
Deﬁnition 2.2. LetH be a Hilbert space and letF = (Hn)n∈N be a ﬁltration inH. An
operator t ∈ B(H) is said to have bounded propagation w.r.t.F if for all n ∈ N there exists
k = k(t, n) ∈ N such that tHn, t∗Hn ⊆ Hn+k . If, in addition, k = k(t) does not depend
on n, i.e. it is uniform with respect to the ﬁltration, then one says that the propagation is
uniform.
Deﬁnition 2.3. LetH be a Hilbert space and letF= (Hn)n∈N be a ﬁltration. The trans-
lation algebra T (F) associated withF is the set of operators
T (F) = {t ∈ B(H)|t is of bounded propagation w.r.t. F}.
Lemma 2.4. LetF= (Hn)n∈N be a ﬁltration inH. Then T (F) is a ∗-algebra. Moreover,
ifF′ = (H ′n)n∈N is a ﬁltration weakly equivalent toF, one has T (F) = T (F′).
Proof. Let t, t ′ ∈ T (F) and ,  ∈ C. It is clear that (t + t ′) · HnHn+K where
K = max{k, k′}. This shows that T (F) is a vector space. On the other hand, one has
[t ′◦t](Hn)=t ′(t (Hn)) t ′Hn+kHn+K whereK=k(t ′, n+k);moreover k(t, n)=k(t∗, n).
This shows that T (F) is a ∗-algebra.
Let nowF andF′ be two weakly equivalent ﬁltrations. If t ∈ T (F), then
t (H ′n) t (Hj(n))Hj(n)+kH ′j ′(j (n)+k) = H ′n+k′ ,
where k′ = j ′(j (n) + k) − n. This shows that t ∈ T (F′) so that T (F) ⊆ T (F′) and, by
symmetry, one deduces that T (F) = T (F′). 
2.3. Translation algebras associated with ﬁnitely generated algebras
Deﬁnition 2.5. Let S ⊂ B(H) be a ﬁnite self-adjoint unital set (i.e. the identity I = IH
belongs to S and s ∈ S implies that also its adjoint s∗ ∈ S). A bounded operator t ∈ B(H)
is said to have bounded propagation with respect to S if, for all ﬁnite-dimensional subspaces
H inH, there exists k=kS(t,H) ∈ N such that t (H), t∗(H) ⊆ span SkH . The translation
algebra T (S) associated with S is deﬁned as the set of operators
T (S) = {t ∈ B(H)|t is of bounded propagation w.r.t. S}.
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Lemma 2.6. Let S be a ﬁnite set as above, T (S) its translation algebra and denote by
A = A(S) :=⋃∞n=0 span Sn the ∗-algebra generated by S. Then one has
(1) T (S) is a ∗-algebra containing A.
(2) If S′ ⊂ B(H) is another ﬁnite, unital and self-adjoint set of generators for A,
i.e. A = A(S′), then T (S) = T (S′).
Proof. (1) We ﬁrst observe that the elements in S have bounded propagation relative to S
itself. Indeed if s ∈ S one can chose kS(s,H) = 1 for all ﬁnite-dimensional subspace H
(recall that S is self-adjoint): s(H), s∗(H) ⊆ span SH .
Suppose now that t, t ′ ∈ T (S) and ﬁx a ﬁnite-dimensional subspace H . Set k= kS(t,H)
and k′ = kS(t ′, H). It is clear that for all ,  ∈ C one has kS(t + t ′, H) = max{k, k′}.
Also, kS(t ′ ◦ t, H) = kS(t ′, span SkH) and kS(t,H) = kS(t∗, H). This shows that T (S) is
a ∗-algebra. In combination with the ﬁrst observation we obtain T (S) ⊇ A.
(2) Let S and S′ be two ﬁnite unital symmetric generating systems for A. Then there
exists a ﬁnite integer n such that S ⊆ span (S′)n. Let t be an element in T (S), H be a
ﬁnite-dimensional subspace inH and set k = kS(t,H). One then has kS′(t, H) = n + k,
indeed: t (H), t∗(H) ⊆ span SkH ⊆ span((S′)n)kH ⊆ span(S′)n+kH so that t ∈ T (S′).
Exchanging the roles of S and S′ we also have T (S′) ⊆ T (S) and equality follows. 
In virtue of the preceding lemma, the following deﬁnition is well-posed:
Deﬁnition 2.7. Let A be a ﬁnitely generated ∗-subalgebra inside B(H). The translation
algebra of A is deﬁned by T (A) := T (S), where S is any ﬁnite unital self-adjoint system
of generators for A.
Example 3. Let G be a ﬁnitely generated group. Denoted by C[G] the group algebra of G
with coefﬁcients inC viewed as a subalgebra ofB(2(G)). Recall that for x ∈ C[G] and f ∈
2(G) one has x(f )=x∗f ∈ 2(G), where [x∗f ](g)=∑h∈Hx(h)f (h−1g) for all g ∈ G.
Then T (C[G]) = T (G), where T (G) is Gromov’s translation algebra of the group G.
Example 4. A ﬁnite-dimensional ∗-algebra acts faithfully on a ﬁnite-dimensional Hilbert
space and it coincides with its translation algebra, as we shall now show. It is well-known
(see e.g. [15]) that a ﬁnite-dimensional ∗-algebra A is a ﬁnite-direct sum of full matrix
algebras: A =⊕Kk=1Mnk(C) (here for n ∈ N, Mn(C) denotes the algebra of n × n com-
plex matrices). Such an algebra A acts (faithfully) on the ﬁnite-dimensional Hilbert space
H= CN where N =∑Kk=1nk .
A (ﬁnite) self-adjoint generating system for A is given by S′ = {ekik,jk : 1 ik, jknk,
1kK}, where the ekik,jk ’s are matrix units for the kth summand. The identity is I =∑K
k=1
∑nk
ik=1e
k
ik,ik
. This way S = S′ ∪ {I } is also unital. We claim that any t ∈ A has
ﬁnite propagation w.r.t. S. In fact kS(t,H)= 1 for all subspaces HH as t (H), t∗(H) ⊆
S1H ≡H.
Example 5. An operator t has uniform ﬁnite propagation with respect to (A, S), if there
exists k= k(t) in N such that, for all ﬁnite-dimensional subspaces H inH, t (H), t∗(H) ⊂
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span Sk(t)H . It is clear that (ﬁnitely generated) ∗-algebras of operators with uniform ﬁnite
propagation are ﬁnite-dimensional. Indeed, if A ⊆ B(H) and  ∈ H is a cyclic vector
(i.e. A=H), then A ⊆ Sk and therefore A ⊆ span Sk , i.e. it is ﬁnite-dimensional.
Example 6. Let A and B be two ﬁnitely generated ∗-subalgebras in B(H) and B(H′),
respectively. Then one has T (A ⊕ B) = T (A) ⊕ T (B) in B(H ⊕H′) and T (A ⊗ B) =
T (A)⊗ T (B) in B(H⊗H′). We leave to the interested reader to check these two simple
facts.
Example 7. Recall that two C∗-algebras A and B are called strongly Morita equivalent
or stably equivalent if, for some integers m and n, one has Mm(A)  Mn(B). If follows
from the previous example that the translation algebras of stably equivalent C∗-algebras are
stably equivalent.
Example 8. Recall that aC∗-algebraA is called subhomogeneous (or representable, among
pure algebraists) if the dimension of its irreducible representations is bounded, or equiva-
lently if, for some integer n and commutative C∗-algebraB,A is a C∗-subalgebra ofMn(B).
Let A be a ﬁnitely generated ∗-subalgebra in a subhomogeneous C∗-algebra, then its trans-
lation algebra T (A) is also subhomogeneous. In particular, T (A) is stably equivalent to a
commutative algebra.
2.4. Remarks on locality in C∗-algebras
In practice, the considered ﬁnitely generated ∗-algebras will come as dense subalgebras
in C∗-algebras. Given a C∗-algebra, its ﬁnitely generated dense ∗-algebras and associated
structures like translations algebras may not share the same properties. Let us highlight a
few points.
Filtrations associated with different ﬁnitely generated dense ∗-algebras in a given
C∗-algebra may have completely different properties: consider a non-subhomogeneous
C∗-algebra like the irrational rotation algebra A. It has presentations both of polyno-
mial and of exponential growth. Therefore, it admits ﬁnitely generated dense ∗-subalgebras
whose translation algebras are also different.
More generally, different choices of the dense∗-algebras in a givenC∗-algebramay reﬂect
on length approximation (see, for example, Proposition 11 in [36]), or norm approximation
(compare with [26, Proposition 6.1]).
3. Amenability of ﬁnitely generated algebras: Følner sequences and
the Følner condition
Let A be a inﬁnite-dimensional associative algebra over a ﬁeld F. For a subset S ⊂ A we
denote by span S the F-linear span of S and, for i1, by Si ={s1s2 . . . si : sk ∈ S, 1k i}
the set of all monomials of length i on S.
The algebraA is said to be ﬁnitely generated if it admits a ﬁnite subset S ⊆ A of elements
such that A = span⋃1 iSi . Note that one can always add a unit to an algebra so that we
may consider, without loss of generality, that our ﬁnitely generated algebra is unital.
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Deﬁnition 3.1 (FZlner sequence in ﬁnitely generated algebras). Let A be a unital, ﬁnitely
generated algebra and denote by S a ﬁnite unital system of generators for A. A FZlner
sequence in A is a sequence (Kn)n∈N of ﬁnite dimensional subspaces in A such that
(1) K0 = F · I ⊆ K1 ⊆ K2 ⊆ . . . ,
(2) ⋃n∈NKn = A,
(3) limn→∞ dim(span SKn)/ dimKn = 1.
Deﬁnition 3.2 (FZlner condition for general algebras). A unital algebra A satisﬁes the
FZlner condition if for each > 0 and any ﬁnite-dimensional subspace E in A with I ∈ E,
there exists a ﬁnite-dimensional subspace K in A with I ∈ K with dim(spanEK)
(1 + ) · dim(K). Here, for E,K ⊆ A, spanEK is the F-linear span of the products ek,
e ∈ E, k ∈ K .
As Theorem 3.4 shows, for a ﬁnitely generated algebra A the two above deﬁnitions
coincide and one says that A is amenable.
Remark. (1) Deﬁnition 3.2 is equivalent to the following condition: for each > 0 and
element x in A, there exists a ﬁnite-dimensional subspace K in A with 1 ∈ K with dim
(xK + K)(1 + ) · dim(K). Considering E = span{x}, one direction is immediate. The
second direction is obtained by considering some basis of E and a change of  adapted to
the dimension of E.
(2) In this article we use a purely algebraic terminology, but one should keep in mind
that the use of the powerful visual geometric intuition associated with the corresponding
notion in the group context is still valid, up to slight notational changes. Here the previous
FZlner condition, namely (dimspanEK − dimK)/(dimK) in a geometric notation,
may be seen as follows: Set EK = span(EK)/K the E-boundary of K and denoted by
| · | the dimension. Thus, a ﬁnitely generated algebra A is amenable if and only if, for each
ﬁnite-dimensional subspace E ⊂ A and > 0, there exists a ﬁnite-dimensional subspace
K ⊂ A such that the E-border EK of K satisﬁes |EK|/|K|.
(3) The non-amenability of an algebra A implies a kind of Gromov’s doubling condition
[10,18, Section III.1], i.e. there exists a unital ﬁnite-dimensional subspace E such that for
every ﬁnite-dimensional subspace K in A, one has dim(spanEK)> 2 · dimK . The factor
2, appearing instead of the expected 1 + , is obtained by passing to some power En.
(4) One may equivalently consider, for any  ∈ N, the condition
lim
n→∞[dim(span S
Kn)/ dimKn] = 1.
Considering thegeometric vision considered in the point (2), onemayconsider |Ki |/|Ki | −
→ 0 as i → ∞, where K = (span SK)/K may be called the 1-border of K and nK =
(span SnK)/K its n-border. Amenable algebras may be called closed at inﬁnity.
Lemma 3.3. Let A be an algebra which satisﬁes the FZlner condition. If A is inﬁnite-
dimensional, then the FZlner space K = K(E, ), > 0, can be chosen arbitrarily large,
that is one may choose K such that dimK 1 .
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Proof. When dim(spanEK)(1+) ·dimK , we may suppose, without loss of generality,
that spanEK = K . This way, dimspanEK > dimK , the difference being at least 1. We
then deduce that 1dimspanEK − dimK · dimK , i.e. dimK 1 , as required.
Theorem 3.4. A ﬁnitely generated algebra satisﬁes the FZlner condition if and only if it
admits a FZlner sequence.
Proof. Fix > 0 and E as in Deﬁnition 3.2, then observe that, for k large enough, one has
E ⊂ span Sk , and as remarked one has dimspan SKn/ dimKn → 1 as n → ∞ so that,
choosing the K = Kn, for n large enough, one gets the required inequality.
The converse is a slightlymoredelicate. Supposeour algebraA satisﬁesDeﬁnition3.1.Let
E1 = span S and 1 > 0. Then there exists K1 such that dimspanE1K1(1+ 1) ·dim(K1).
Set E2 = spanE1K1 and 2 > 0. Then one has E1, K1 ⊂ spanE1K1, since 1 ∈ E1 and
1 ∈ K1, and there exists K ′2 such that dimspanE2K ′2(1 + 2) · dim(K ′2). Then take
K2 = span (K1,K ′2), then one has
1 dimspan SK2
dimK2

dimspanE2K ′2
dimK2

dimspanE2K ′2
dimK ′2
1 + 2.
The second inequality follows from span SK2 ⊂ span (SK1, SK ′2) ⊂ span (E2, E2K ′2) ⊂
spanE2K ′2, together with 1 ∈ K1 and 1 ∈ K ′2. One has the third inequality since K ′2 ⊂ K2.
Hencewe haveF·1=K0 ⊂ K1 ⊂ K2 such that for i=1, 2, dimspan SKi/ dimKi1+i .
Now suppose that, for a given sequence (i )in, we haveF·1=K0 ⊂ K1 ⊂ K2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Kn
such that, for in, the following inequality is satisﬁed: dimspan SKi/ dimKi1+ i . Let
En+1 = spanEnKn and n+1 > 0. Then there exists K ′n+1 such that dimspanEn+1K ′n+1
(1 + i ) · dimK ′n+1. Take Kn+1 = span (Kn,K ′n+1), then one has
1 dimspan SKn+1
dimKn+1

dimspanEn+1K ′n+1
dimKn+1

dimspanEn+1K ′n+1
dimK ′n+1
1 + n+1.
Again, one has the second inequality since
span SKn+1 ⊂ span (SKn, SK ′n+1) ⊂ span (En+1, En+1K ′n+1)
⊂ spanEn+1K ′n+1
together with 1 ∈ Kn and 1 ∈ K ′n+1, and the third inequality since K ′n+1 ⊂ Kn+1.
Preliminary conclusion: So far we proved that, for a given sequence (i )i∈N, there exists
a sequence K0 = F · 1 ⊂ K1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Kn ⊂ . . . of ﬁnite-dimensional subspaces in A such
that dimspan SKn/ dimKn → 1 as n → ∞.
Our sequence (Kn)n∈N is still missing the property
⋃
n∈NKn = A.
Now remark, as in Lemma 3.3, that we may suppose that dimKi → ∞ as i → ∞.
Hence we can consider a new sequence (K˜i)i∈N deﬁned via K˜i = span (Ki, Sj (i)) for some
suitable increasing integer sequence (j (i))i∈N. The new sequence satisﬁes K˜0 = F · 1 ⊂
K˜1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ K˜n ⊂ . . . , since, by construction, the sequences (Ki)i∈N and (j (i))i∈N
are both increasing. It also satisﬁes
⋃
i∈NK˜i = A, since
⋃
j∈NSj ⊂
⋃
i∈NK˜i , and S is a
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generating set for A. Finally one has
dimspan SK˜i
dim K˜i
 dimspan SKi + dim S
j(i)
dimKi
 dimspan SKi
dimKi
+ dim S
j(i)
dimKi
1 + i
and this completes the proof that the sequence (K˜i)i∈N is FZlner. 
4. Examples of amenable algebras
Let A be a ﬁnitely generated associative algebra over a ﬁeld F and S a ﬁnite set of
generators for A. The growth function of the ﬁnitely generated algebra A with respect to
the generating set S is deﬁned by
fS(n) = dim
(
span
n⋃
i=1
Si
)
.
The algebra A is said to have exponential (resp. sub-exponential) growth w.r.t. S if one
has lim infn→∞ fS(n + 1)/fS(n)1 (resp. =1). Moreover, A has polynomial growth
w.r.t. S if
GK- dim (A, S) := lim sup
n→∞
ln fS(n)/ ln n
is ﬁnite. This last quantity is called the Gelfand–Kirillov dimension or degree of polynomial
growth of A with respect to the generating set S.
Note that these deﬁnitions are independent of the particular generating set S for A.
Indeed, while for small values of n, the growth function fS strongly depends on S, on the
other hand, the behavior for large n → ∞ is essentially independent of S. For, if S, S′ are
generating sets, there exist constants  and  such that fS′(n)fS(n)fS′(n). Hence
the growth type of a ﬁnitely generated algebra is independent of the choice of the generating
set and it makes sense to speak about algebras of a given growth without specifying with
respect to which generating set, [27,39]. This statement is no longer true when one considers
C∗-algebras in which growth is deﬁned via ﬁnitely generated dense ∗-subalgebras, [36].
An inﬁnite-dimensional algebra (not necessarily ﬁnitely generated) is exponentially
bounded if all its ﬁnitely generated subalgebras have sub-exponential growth, that is for
every ﬁnite subset F ⊆ A, one has
lim inf
n→∞ dim(spanF
n+1)/ dim(spanFn) = 1.
Recall that an algebra A over a ﬁeld F is a polynomial identity algebra or a PI-algebra
(cf. [27]) if there exists a non-trivial polynomial in non-commuting variables x1, x2, . . . , xd
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of the form
f (x1, x2, . . . , xd) =
∑
∈Sd
x1x2 . . . xd ,
where ∈F andSd denotes the symmetric groupof degreed, such thatf (a1, a2, . . . , ad)=
0 for all a1, a2, . . . , ad ∈ A.
Proposition 4.1. Finitely generatedalgebras having sub-exponential growthareamenable.
Exponentially bounded algebras are amenable. In particular, ﬁnite-dimensional algebras,
commutative algebras, representable algebras and ﬁnitely generated PI-algebras are
amenable.
Proof. Concerning algebras of sub-exponential growth, one may consider Deﬁnition 3.2
and take Kn = span⋃inSi for n large enough. For exponentially bounded algebras, given
(E, ) as in Deﬁnition 3.2, it is enough to consider K = span(En) for n large enough. If
A is ﬁnite-dimensional, for any couple (E, ), one may take the whole algebra as FZlner
set K . The growth of a representable algebra A = Mn(B) coincides with the growth of
B which, as for all commutative algebras, has polynomial growth. Thus, representable
(in particular commutative) algebras are amenable. Finitely generated PI-algebras, since
they have polynomial growth (a result of A. Berele [6], see also [27, Corollary 10.7]), are
also amenable. 
The sub-exponential growth of a ﬁnitely generated groupG being equivalent to the one of
its group algebra, and the amenability of G being equivalent to the one of its group algebra
(cf. [3]), our last result fully generalizes the corresponding one on the amenability of groups
of sub-exponential growth. Besides the importance of the result by itself which provides a
class of amenable algebras, the last result provides a concrete explicit construction of the
FZlner sequences.
Proposition 4.2. Free algebras are not amenable.
Proof. Let Fn denote the free algebra of rank n with unital canonical generating set
S={1, s1, s2, . . . , sn}.We aim to show that the FZlner condition forFn fails to hold dramat-
ically, namely that, for every ﬁnite-dimensional subspace K ⊂Fn, one has dimESKn ·
dimK , where ES = span{1, s1, . . . , sn} denotes the linear span on the generators ofFn.
Let us give two different arguments.
First argument: Set Xn = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} and denote by X∗n the free monoid generated
by Xn. Give Xn an ordering, say x1 ≺ x2 ≺ . . . ≺ xn and induce lexicographically the
order to the whole X∗n; there exists a unique function  : X∗n → N such that it is order
preserving, namely (v)< (w) if v ≺ w and bijective.
For f ∈ Fn, say f = ∑ti=1iwi , where i ∈ F and wi ∈ X∗n (there is a unique
expression for f assuming that the wi’s involved are linearly independent and that i = 0),
set (f ) = maxi=1,...,t (wi). It is clear that any set {f1, f2, . . . , fk} with (fi) = (fj )
whenever i = j is linearly independent.
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Let now KFn be a ﬁnite-dimensional subspace containing 1. Fix a basis {f1, f2,
. . . , fd} so that K = span{f1, f2, . . . , fd} and dimK = d. Up to a change of the indices
we may suppose that (f1)< (f2)< · · ·<(fd). Consider the space ESK . Observe that
(xifj ) = (xkfl) whenever either i = k or j = l. This shows that the sequence
{x1f1, x1f2, . . . , x1fd, . . . , xnf1, xnf2, . . . , xnfd} ⊆ ESK
is linearly independent. This implies that dimESKnd.
Second argument: Let K be a ﬁnite-dimensional subspace in Fn. Then, there is a lin-
early independent ﬁnite sequence, say {fi}, of elements in Fn such that K = span{fi =∑
jjwij }i dimK . Let S be the length function onFn associatedwith the generating setS,
that is themap S :Fn → N deﬁned via S(x)=inf{n ∈ N | x ∈⋃inSi}. Onemay order
the fi’s to get a ﬁnite partially ordered sequence (f1, f2, . . . , fd), where d = dimK , such
that, for id, S(fi)S(fi+1). Now for i=1, 2, . . . , d, denoteKi=span{f1, f2, . . . , fi}.
One has K1 ⊂ K2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Kd = K .
Let us show that dimESKn·dimK . ConsiderK1=span{f1}. Thenonehas dimESK1
n · dimK1. Now suppose that, for i = 1, 2, . . . , m, one has dimESKin · dimKi . Then,
by deﬁnition, Km+1 = span{Km, fm+1}, and ESKm+1 ⊂ span{ESKm,ESfm+1}. It may
happen that fm+1 belongs to span{ESKm}, but clearly, for all s = 1 inES , one has sf m+1 /⊂
span{ESKm}. Hence,
dimESKm+1 dim span{ESKm} + dim span{ESfm+1}n · dimKm+1
since dim span{ESfm+1} = n. Hence, dimESKn · dimK . 
Remark. The Cayley graph associated with (X∗n,Xn) is the rooted tree where the root
(corresponding to the unit element 1 ∈ X∗n) has degree n and all other vertices have degree
n+ 1; moreover two vertices x, y ∈ X∗n are neighbours, namely x ∼ y if either x = xiy or
y=xix for somexi ∈ Xn. ForF ⊂ X∗n denotedbyN1(F )={x ∈ X∗ : ∃f ∈ F : x ∼ f }∪F
and by F =N1(F )\F the 1-neighbourhood and the boundary of F, respectively. It is well
known, see e.g. [10], that the isoperimetric constant 	(X∗n) := inf∅=F⊂X∗n,ﬁnite|F |/|F |
of X∗n is given by 	(X∗n)= n, equivalently, |N1(F )|(n+ 1) · |F | for all non-empty ﬁnite
subsets F ⊂ X∗n. This way, the FZlner inequality can be interpreted as an algebra version
of the semigroup isoperimetric equation.
Proposition 4.3 (Functorial properties of amenable algebras). Recalling that, by deﬁni-
tion, amenable algebras are assumed to be unital, we have the following.
(1) The union (and inductive limits) of amenable algebras is amenable.
(2) If two algebras A and B are amenable, then so is A ⊗ B.
(3) Amenability does not pass to quotients.
(4) Subalgebras of amenable algebras need not be amenable.
Proof. (1) If A is the union of algebras An which satisfy the FZlner condition, then for
every (E, ) there is an n such that E ⊂ An, then consider the FZlner subspace K for E
in An. With a similar argument, one shows that the inductive limit of amenable algebras is
amenable.
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(2) Let A and B be two FZlner algebras. Fix > 0 and let E ⊂ A ⊗ B be a ﬁnite-
dimensional subspace with 1=1A ⊗1B ∈ E. Say that E= span{1= e1, e2, . . . , en}, where
ei =∑j aij ⊗ bij . Passing to a larger subspace we can suppose that E is spanned by simple
tensors, namely E = span{1 = a1 ⊗ b1, a2 ⊗ b2, . . . , an ⊗ bn}. The aij ’s (resp. the bij ’s)
need not be linearly independent. Consider the ﬁnite subspace EA = span{aij }(i,j) in A and
EB=span{bij }(i,j) inB. One clearly hasE ⊆ EA⊗EB , so that dimE dim(EA)·dim(EB).
Let then KA ⊂ A (resp. KB ⊂ B) be a ﬁnite-dimensional unital subspace in A (resp. B)
such that dim spanEAKA(1+ ) ·dimKA and dim spanEBKB(1+ ) ·dimKB. Note
that dim(K) = dim(KA) · dim(KB).Now EK ⊂ EAKA ⊗ EBKB so that
dim(EK) dim(EAKA) · dim(EBKB)
(1 + ) · dim(KA) · (1 + ) · dim(KB)
(1 + )2 · dim(K)
which, up to an  change, gives our requirements.
(3) and (4) Let A1 be an inﬁnite-dimensional amenable algebra and let A2 be a non-
amenable algebra. Consider the direct sum A=A1 ⊕A2. We claim that A is amenable. Let
E ⊂ A be a ﬁnite-dimensional subspace and > 0. Denote by 
1 (resp. 
2) the projection

1 : A → A1 (resp. 
2 : A → A2). Setting Ei = 
i (E) we clearly have E ⊆ E1 ⊕E2. Let
K ⊂ A1 be such that, accordingly to the amenability of A1, dim(E1K)(1 + ) · dim(K)
and such that, by Lemma 3.3, dim(K) dim(E2)/. Then,
dim(EK) dim(E1 ⊕ E2)K
 dim(E1K ⊕ E2)
(1 + ) · dim(K) + dim(E2)
(1 + 2) · dim(K).
This, up to an  change, shows that A is amenable. As one has A2 ⊂ A and A2 =A/A1,
this ends the proof. 
Remark. The point in (4) is that if A is an inﬁnite-dimensional amenable algebra and B
any non-amenable algebra, then A ⊕ B is amenable: one may slowly add elements from
the non-amenable part B to larger and larger FZlner sets in the amenable part A, to obtain
FZlner sets for A ⊕ B.
In the category of groups (and, more generally of group actions), one has only direct
products and the amenability of a group cannot be “localized” in a subgroup. Considering
amenability of algebras, having now also direct sums, as the last result shows, the situation
is different and the amenability can be concentrated in a subalgebra. One may wish to
consider a stronger “localized” FZlner condition which would prevent such localization
of the amenability of the considered algebra, and deﬁne strongly amenable algebras as
algebras whose all unital subalgebras are amenable. Alternatively, one might consider the
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amenability of “simple” or “irreducible” algebras which do not decompose this way or look
at representations of these algebras.
5. Gromov’s translation algebras and Følner sequences
Let A be a ﬁnitely generated ∗-algebra. The next result relates the amenability of A to
the existence of traces on the translation algebra T (A).
Theorem 5.1. Let A be a unital ﬁnitely generated ∗-algebra acting cyclically on a Hilbert
spaceH. If A admits a FZlner sequence, then T (A) has a positive trace and the elements
1 and 0 are distinct in the algebraic K-theory group K0(T (A)).
Proof. Fix a free ultraﬁlter  in N. Let (Kn)n∈N be a FZlner sequence for A. Denote
by pn the orthogonal projection onto Hn = Kn · , where  is a cyclic vector for A act-
ing onH. Choose a basis B = {ei | i = 1, 2, . . .} forH such that B =⋃n∈NBn, where
Bn = {ei | 1 i dimHn} is a basis for Hn. Denote by B⊥n the corresponding basis for
HnHn−1. For an operator b inB(H), we denote by bij =〈ei, bej 〉 the matrix-coefﬁcients
corresponding to the base B. Note that in the sequel we consider only operator traces, hence
the results are independent of the choice of the bases.
For t ∈ T (A), deﬁne
tr(t) = lim

Tr(pnt)/ dimKn.
Observe that one has tr(1) = 1 and tr(0) = 0. Let us prove that tr is a trace. Denote by
tn=pntpn the compression of the ﬁnite propagation operator t into B(Hn). For t, s ∈ T (A)
one has
|Tr((ts)n) − Tr(tnsn)| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
i∈Bn
∑
j∈B
tij sji − Tr(tnsn)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣Tr(tnsn) +
∑
i∈Bn
∑
j∈Bn+ks \Bn
tij sji − Tr(tnsn)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
‖t‖ · ‖s‖ dimspan(Bn+ks\Bn) dimspanBkt
since for |n − m|>kt , one has tij sji = 0 for ei ∈ B⊥n and ej ∈ B⊥m . Then, for some ﬁnite
positive constant C, one has∣∣∣∣Tr((ts)n) − Tr(tnsn)dimspanBn
∣∣∣∣ C dimspan(Bn+ks\Bn)dimspanBn C dimspan (S
ksKn) − dimKn
dimKn
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which tends to zero as n goes to inﬁnity, since Kn is a FZlner sequence. Now one has
tr(ts) = lim

1
dimKn
Tr((ts)n)
= lim

1
dimKn
Tr(tnsn)
= lim

1
dimKn
Tr(sntn)
= lim

1
dimKn
Tr((st)n)
= tr(st),
which shows that tr is a trace. So we have a ﬁnite trace tr on T (A) such that tr(1) = 1
and tr(0) = 0. Now ﬁnite traces can be extended to the algebraic K-theory group, hence
the result follows.
Conversely, we have:
Proposition 5.2. Let A be a unital ﬁnitely generated ∗-algebra. If A admits no FZlner
sequences, then 1 = 0 in the algebraic K-theory group K0(T (A)).
Proof. We ﬁrst need some preliminaries. In [18] Gábor Elek proved, among other things,
that if A has no zero-divisors and admits no FZlner sequences, then A is paradoxical in the
following sense. For any linear basisB forA there exists a partitionB=B1∐B2∐ . . .∐Bm
and non-zero elements a1, b1, a2, b2, . . . , am, bm ∈ A such that the sets B1a1, B1b1, B2a2,
B2b2, . . . , Bmam,Bmbm are mutually linearly independent.
Let thenA admit no FZlner sequences so that, by Elek’s result,A is paradoxical. With the
notation above we set P = span〈B1a1, B2a2, . . . , Bmam〉 and Q = span〈B1b1, B2b2, . . . ,
Bmbm〉. Deﬁne two linear maps U : A → A and V : A → A deﬁned by setting Ue = eak
and V e = ebk for all e ∈ Bk .
It is easy to see that U,V ∈ T (A). Now, U∗U = IdA = V ∗V , while UU∗ and VV ∗ are
the projections onto the subspaces P and Q, respectively, so that UU∗ + VV ∗IdA. This
shows that in K0(T (A)), which is an ordered group, one has 1 + 11, and the statement
follows. 
6. FZlner sequences in C∗-algebras and weak-ﬁlterability
The next result relates the existence of FZlner sequences on C∗-algebras to their weak
ﬁlterability.
Recall that a C∗-algebra,A is said to be weakly-ﬁlterable (see [4]) if there exists a unital
faithful *-representation 
 of A into B(H), for some Hilbert space H, such that there
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exists a ﬁltrationF= (Hn)n∈N inH (see Section 2.1) such that
lim
n→∞
1
dn
‖Pn
(a) − 
(a)Pn‖1 = 0 (6.1)
for all a ∈ A, where Pn is the orthogonal projection onto Hn, dn = dim(Hn) = Tr(Pn)
and ‖A‖1 = Tr(|A|). This notion goes back to Arveson [2] in connection with his work
on C∗-algebras and numerical linear algebra (computation, under appropriate hypotheses,
of the spectrum of a self-adjoint operator from the sequence of eigenvalues of its ﬁnite-
dimensional compressions). For example, quasi-diagonal C∗-algebras are weakly ﬁlterable
[40,41, Section 3.2, p. 443].
Theorem 6.1. Unital C∗-algebras admitting a FZlner sequence are weakly ﬁlterable.
Proof. LetA be a FZlner C∗-algebra acting faithfully on a Hilbert spaceH with cyclic
vector  and denote by (Fn)n a FZlner sequence inside a ﬁnitely generated dense subalgebra
A, namely
(i) F0 = CI ⊆ F1 ⊆ . . . ⊆ Fn ⊆ Fn+1 ⊆ . . .
(ii) dim Fn <∞
(iii) ⋃nFn = A
(iv) limn→∞ dimKFndim Fn = 1, for any f.d. unital subspace K ⊆ A.
For all n set Hn := Fn and denote by pn the corresponding orthogonal projection onto
Hn; then
dim Fn = dimHn = Tr(pn).
Let D = {I, d1, d∗1 , d2, d∗2 , . . .} ⊆ A1 be a dense set of contractions in the unit ball of A
and set Dn = {1, d1, d∗1 , . . . dn, d∗n}.
Up to passing to a subsequence one might suppose that:
• Fn ⊇ Dn
• limn→∞ dimDnFndim Fn = 1.
(In fact, ∀n, ∃m(n) s.t. Fm(n) ⊇ Dn; this yeilds a subsequence F˜n := Fm(n); moreover
∀n, ∃k(n) s.t. dimDnF˜k
dim F˜k
− 1< 12n for all kk(n). It then sufﬁces to consider the subse-
quence Fm(k(n))).
Denote by qn the orthogonal projection onto DnFn and note that since Dn  I one has
qnpn.
Claim. For all n ∈ N and d ∈ Dn one has dpn = qndpn and pnd = pndqn.
Indeed dpn ∈ dFn ⊆ DnFn = qnDnFn which implies that qndpn = dpn. Since
Dn = D∗n by taking the adjoints one obtains also the other equality.
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Using the Claim we now observe that
[pn, d] = pnd − dpn = pndqn − qndpn
= pndqn − pndpn + pndpn − qndpn
= pnd(qn − pn) + (pn − qn)dpn,
so that
Tr|[pn, d]|Tr|pnd(qn − pn)| + Tr|(pn − qn)dpn|
2Tr(qn − pn)
2 dimDnFn − dim Fn.
This ﬁnally yields
Tr|[pn, d]|
Tr(pn)
2dimDnFn − dim Fn
dim Fn
<
1
2n−1
for all d ∈ Dn and recalling that⋃nDn is dense in A1 the statement follows. 
7. Hypertraces, unbounded Fredholm modules and amenability of
group algebras
The next result relates the existence of FZlner sequences on C∗-algebras to their weak
hypertraciality.
Recall that a C∗-algebra A is said to be (weakly) hypertracial if there exists a unital
faithful * representation 
 of A into B(H) for some Hilbert spaceH and a state  on
B(H) (called an hypertrace) which contains 
(A) in its centralizer, i.e. 
(A) ⊆ C, where
C is the C∗-algebra given by
C = {Y ∈ B(H) : (XY) = (YX) for all X ∈ B(H)}. (7.2)
This notion was introduced by Connes in his fundamental work on the classiﬁcation of
injective factors [12] as a key tool in establishing that a separable injective II 1 factor is
hyperﬁnite. See also [5].
Theorem 7.1. Unital C∗-algebras admitting a FZlner sequence are weakly hypertracial.
Proof. One may reduce the problem to the ﬁnitely generated case. Let A be a unital
ﬁnitely generated C∗-algebra, let be a faithful state onA and denote by (
,H, ) the
associated cyclic GNS representation. Suppose the C∗ algebraA admits a FZlner sequence,
i.e. one has a ﬁnitely generated dense ∗ subalgebra A ofA with ﬁnite unital generating set
S, which admits a FZlner sequence (Kn)n∈N of ﬁnite-dimensional subspaces inA satisfying
(1) K0 = C · 1 ⊂ K1 ⊂ . . . , (2) ⋃n∈NKn = A and (3) dimspan SKn/ dimKn → 1 as
n → ∞. Denote by pn, qn the orthogonal projections respectively on HKn = 
(Kn) · ,
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and HSKn = 
(SKn) · , then, for a contraction d ∈ 
(Kn), one has [pn, d] = pnd −
dpn = pndqn − qndpn = pnd(qn − pn) + (pn − qn)dpn, so that
Tr(|[pn, d]|)
Trpn
= 2
Trpn
Tr(|pnd(qn − pn)|)
 2
dimHKn
Tr(|qn − pn|)
 2
dimHKn
(dimHSKn − dimHKn )
2
(
dimspan SKn
dimKn
− 1
)
−→ 0 as n → ∞,
thus, for the ﬁltrationF= {HK1 ⊆ HK2 ⊆ · · ·} of the Hilbert space H, one has

(A) ⊆ C∗(F) =
{
a ∈ B(H)| lim
n→∞ Tr(|[pn, a]|)/Tr(pn) = 0
}
.
Now A is dense in A and C∗(F) is a norm-closed ∗-subalgebra in L(H) so that the
representation 
 is faithful. Consider the sequence {n}n1 of states on B(H) deﬁned
by n(a)= Tr(pna)/Trpn, a ∈ A, and denote by  a weak*-limit. This is a state on B(H)
which contains 
(A) in its centralizer. In other words, is an hypertrace. As 
 is faithful
we have thatA is weakly hypertracial. 
Corollary 7.2. A countable discrete group is amenable if and only if its reduced group
C∗ algebra satisﬁes the FZlner condition.
Proof. This follows from the previous proposition combined with the well-known fact that
the existence of an hypertrace on C∗r (G), the reduced C∗-algebra of G, is equivalent to the
amenability of G, [14, Section V.9.]. 
Corollary 7.3. Let G be a countably inﬁnite discrete group. G is amenable if and only if
C[G] is amenable.
Proof. Let G be an amenable group i.e. for all > 0 and ﬁnite subset EG in G, there exists
a subset KG in G such that |EGKG|(1 + ) · |KG|.
Let > 0 andE a ﬁnite-dimensional unital subspace inC[G]. Then consider a ﬁnite subset
EG inG such thatE ⊂ spanEG; one obviously has dimspanEG dimE. The amenability
of G implies the existence of KG with the above property. Consider K = spanKG, one has
dimK = dimspanKG= |KG|, then one has the following inequalities
dimspan EKdimspanEGKG
 |EGKG|
(1 + ) |KG|
(1 + ) dim(K)
as required.
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Similarly, the linear spans of the image in C[G] of a FZlner sequence for G deﬁnes a
FZlner sequence for C[G].
For the converse, seeing a group as inductive limit of its ﬁnitely generated subgroup,
one may reduce to the ﬁnitely generated case. If the group algebra C[G] admits a FZlner
sequence thenC∗r (G), the reduced C∗-algebra ofG, is amenable and, by previous corollary,
G is itself amenable. 
As we mentioned in the Introduction, Bartholdi [3] generalized the result in Corollary 7.3
by showing that, for a discrete group G, the group ring F[G] over any ﬁeld F is amenable
if and only if G is amenable.
Let us recall [13,14, Chapter IV] that an unbounded Fredholm module (H,D) over a
unital C∗ algebraA is given by
(1) a ∗-representation 
 ofA in a Hilbert spaceH;
(2) an unbounded self-adjoint operator D inH such that {a ∈ A : [D, a] is bounded} is
dense inA and (1 + D2)−1 is a compact operator.
An unbounded Fredholmmodule (H,D) overA is ﬁnitely summable if, for somep<∞
one has Trace((1 + D2)−p/2)<∞.
Proposition 7.4. If an algebra admits a FZlner sequence (Kn)n, then it admits a Fredholm
module having the growth of (Kn)n.
Proof. Let A be a unital ﬁnitely generated C∗-algebra, let  be a faithful state on A,
and denote by (
,H, ) the associated GNS cyclic representation. Suppose the
C∗-algebraA admits a FZlner sequence (Kn)n∈N. This FZlner sequence produces a ﬁltra-
tion (HKn )n∈N ofH given by HKn =
(Kn) ·. Denote by pn the orthogonal projection
on HKn = 
(Kn) · . Then as in [13, Proposition 6] or [42, Section 5], one has that
(H,D), with D=∑n1I −pn, deﬁnes an unbounded Fredholm module overA, whose
summability reﬂects the growth of the FZlner sequence (Kn)n∈N. 
In particular, given a ﬁnitely generated C∗-algebraA, say generated by the ﬁnite self-
adjoint subset S ⊆ A, if the FZlner sequence (Kn)n is the ﬁltration corresponding to the
length w.r.t. S, i.e. Kn = span(Sn), then one recovers Connes’ result in [13, Proposition 6].
See also Voiculescu [42, Section 5]. Note that the growth of a FZlner sequence does not
have strong implications on the growth of the ambient algebra. See Section 9 for more
details.
8. Growth conditions
Let us turn to results involving growth conditions. See the beginning of Section 4
where the basic deﬁnitions concerning growth conditions in ﬁnitely generated algebras are
recalled.
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Proposition 8.1. If a C∗-algebraA admits a presentation of sub-exponential growth, say
w.r.t. S, then, if A = Alg(S), one has that the Gromov translation algebra T (A) has a
positive trace and the elements 1 and 0 are distinct in K0(T (A, S)).
Proof. One may consider Kn = span⋃inSi . Then, sub-exponential growth infers
lim sup
n→∞
dimKn
dimKn−1
= 1
so that passing to a subsequence one gets a FZlner sequence for A=Alg(S). Then the result
follows from Theorem 5.1. 
Proposition 8.2. If a C∗-algebra has Gelfand–Kirillov dimension one, or, more generally,
it has only (w.r.t. all its ﬁnite generating sets) polynomial growth of entire degree, then
its translation algebras are stably equivalent to the translation algebras of commutative
C∗-algebras.
Proof. If a C∗-algebra has Gelfand–Kirillov dimension one or, more generally, of polyno-
mial growth of entire degree with respect to some ﬁnite generating set, then after
[37, Theorem E] it is subhomogeneous. Then the result follows from the examples in
the ﬁrst section. 
Let us turn to problems on growth in C∗-algebras mentioned in [23]. The image of the
generators of a ﬁnitely generated groupG in its reduced group C∗-algebraC∗r (G) generates
a dense ∗-subalgebra in C∗r (G), that is, deﬁnes a set of (topological) generators for C∗r (G),
so that the ﬁnite generation of a group G implies the ﬁnite generation of its reduced group
C∗-algebra C∗r (G). The converse statement, as the following result shows, does not hold,
and, in particular, being ﬁnitely generated does not deﬁne an invariant of C∗-algebras: this
answers a question in [23, Section 4.1, Page 136].
Proposition 8.3. There exists a not ﬁnitely generated discrete group whose reduced
C∗-algebra is ﬁnitely generated.
Proof. Let G be a discrete abelian group and denote by Ĝ its Pontrjagin dual. Assume
that G is torsion, inﬁnite and countable. Then Ĝ is compact, totally discontinuous, non-
discrete and metrizable; therefore Ĝ is homeomorphic to the Cantor set K. Moreover, the
reduced C∗-algebra of G (which coincides with its maximal C∗-algebra as G is amenable)
is isomorphic to the C∗-algebra C(K) of complex-valued continuous functions on K. Let
P denote the ∗-subalgebra of those functions on K which are restrictions of polynomial
functions (for the standard embedding of K in the unit interval); then P is dense in C(K)
and is generated by one single element (the linear monomial x → x) as it follows from the
Stone–Weierstrass theorem. Observe that G need not be ﬁnitely generated; for example one
might consider G =⊕i∈NZ/2Z, the countable inﬁnite direct sum of copies of the group
of order two.
Thus, a discrete group of which the reduced C∗-algebra is ﬁnitely generated need not to
be itself ﬁnitely generated. 
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9. Realization of FZlner sequences and open problems
As mentioned in the Introduction, there is still a number of open problems concerning
the amenability of groups. One of the interesting problems related to our considerations
is the explicit construction of FZlner sequences. The deﬁnition of amenability based on
FZlner sequences asks about their existence, while the production of their concrete and
explicit realizations is a completely different problem. The ﬁrst simple concrete examples of
FZlner sequences are given by (subsequences of) n-balls of ﬁnitely generated groups having
sub-exponential growth. Other examples of FZlner sequences in amenable groups have
been produced in a few cases, like polycyclic groups and the metabelian wreath products
(lamplighter groups), [31,32].
The basic problem is to present concrete explicit constructions of FZlner sequences in
ﬁnitely generated amenable algebras: either for classes of amenable algebras or for concrete
examples of amenable algebras.
Problem 9.1. Present an explicit construction and examples of FZlner sequences.
Interest has been focused on the growth of the FZlner sequences, [25]. The problem of
ascertaining the least possible growth FZlner sets for a given algebra can be seen as the
equivalent of the localizing conjecture proposed by Greenleaf for amenable groups. Let
{1, d1, d2, . . .} be a sequence of elements in an algebra A and > 0. If A satisﬁes the FZlner
condition, the subspaces Kn satisfying the required condition for (En = span{1, d1, d2,
. . . , dn}, ) are called (En = span{1, d1, d2, . . . , dn}, )-FZlner spaces. One can deﬁne that
function f(n)= dimKn whose growth type is called the growth of the -FZlner subspaces
for a ﬁxed .
Problem 9.2. Given a growth for FZlner subspaces, is there a ﬁnitely generated algebra
realizing this growth?
We wish to thank the Referee for pointing out that the last Problem is ambiguous, in
the sense that the equivalence relation on growth functions for FZlner subspaces should be
speciﬁed.
Problem 9.3. Is there an algebra of exponential growth, with generating set E, such
that for ’s approaching 0 there are (E, )—FZlner sets of dimension at most
exp(1/)?
We wish to thank the Referee for offering the following example: consider the group
algebra of the Lamplighter group G = Z2  Z. This algebra has exponential growth. If Z2
is generated by the element a and Z by t, then take E = K{a, t, t−1}. An element of G is
of the form (f, tn) with f : Z → Z2 and n ∈ Z. Now K[G] admits (E, 1/n)—FZlner
sets of dimension 2n + 1. Let indeed n be given. Let F be the set of functions Z → Z2
which vanish outside of [−n, . . . , n]. Set W = K{∑f∈F (f, t i) : i = −n, . . . , n}, a vector
space of dimension 2n+ 1. It is invariant under a, and its intersection with Wt or Wt−1 has
dimension 2n.
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Now remark that the image of FZlner sequences of ﬁnitely generated groups if they
give FZlner sequences of the group algebra, there are sequences of a very particular form,
since they are subspaces onmonomials. Onemay askwhich algebras have FZlner sequences
based onmonomials subspaces. The natural candidates would bemonomial algebras, whose
relations only involve monomials, and deformation algebras of group algebras, since such
algebras in a sense are close to group algebras in their amenability.
Asmentioned in the Introduction, onemay deﬁne amenable algebras to be algebras which
admit no paradoxical decomposition, the non-amenability of an algebra being equivalent to
the existence of a paradoxical decomposition. See [44,10] for information on paradoxical
decompositions in the context of groups, pseudogroups, graphs and metric spaces. As indi-
cated in the proof of Proposition 5.2, a combinatorial approach to the notion of paradoxical
decomposition in algebras was presented by Gabor Elek in [18] where he proved the equiv-
alence of amenability and absence of paradoxical decompositions for ﬁnitely generated
algebras. His results also suggest several developments.
Problem 9.4. What would be a theory of complexity, the central question concerning the
number of pieces of the decomposition and the equidecomposability?What about amenable
group actions and paradoxality? What about estimations for the analog of isoperimetric
constants?
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